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LettersCONCORD Just Say` NO' to Iraq Attack CONCORD
concord a luthersem. edu
A ournalistic Ministry o Students at Luther Seminar I don' t pretend to have the genius of a" Henry CJ y Kissinger" in the area of foreign policy. However,     651. 647. 1105
September 20, 2002 St Paul, Minnesota.      Volume 32, Number 1 even among those like me who might be counted
among the simple minded, attacking Iraq is a bad
idea. I admit, that my foreign policy analysis relies Managing Editor
heavily on the hegemonic theory with a healthy Robert 0. Smith + M.Div. Senior
dose of the protracted social conflict theory thrown
in for good measure. The hegemonic theory is Layout& DesignFear t simple enough. Those who benefit the most from Dun Ruen + M.Div.Middler
the way the world order is set up have the most
responsibility to give back. The protracted social
conflict theory is based on the idea that where
Tire Concord is a bi- weekly
publication prepared by students at
conflict arises from multiple sources ( e.g. history,   Luther Seminary, 2481 Como Ave.,
religion, culture, property disputes) you cannot St. Paul, Minn. 55108 and reflects no
force people to get along. You must wait until they official position of Luther Seminary
are ready to seek peace. Not to say one should not or the Evangelical Lutheran Church
attempt diplomacy, but if you are going to send in America (
FT. CA). The Concord
America' s sons and daughters off to be sacrificed,   
is distributed solely in an electronic
format.  0 2002- 2003,  Luther
you better have done everything you can to avoid Seminary. All rights reserved.
it first. Simply stated, the Bush administration has Permission is given for the
Continued on page 19 duplication of this publication
for the personal use of persons
Seniors Last BEERstand!      associated with Luther Seminary.
No other use is allowed without
Please note, my comments are not to lash out the expressed written consent of
at any one person or department, but altogether the publisher,  Luther seminary.
intended as a" teaching moment" as the opportunity questions and comments may be
Tended itself. My life-work has been dedicated to directed to the Managing Editor at
healing, learning, advocating and teaching about   ( 651) 641- 3260.
the complexity of chemical social or responsible
Readers are encouraged to
interact with The Concord in
j
use/non- use, abuse, and dependency.   a variety of ways. Articles and
CO VTCORID": On the Inside ale I enjoyed the photos of the senior' s fan-   ' Lettersto the Editor' are welcomed,
fare at the St. Paul Saints game, I am extremely as are less formal responses
disappointed several photos and respective captions offered through our website. All
Your letters:   Passage and Remembrance: emphasized beer drinking.  Although not overtly
submissions should include the
depicting alcohol abuse, the mere disproportion-   
author' s name, telephone number2     ,Shockingly, we already 5 A Special, Secion on nd, if applicable, class standing.have a couple!    Sharon Larkins, 9/ 11 ate number of photos, and the sarcastic comments,   Submissions should be received
or ill-attempt toward linking humor with drinking in our mailbox in the Olson
alcohol is inappropriate. Campus Center( 701), at our office,
From the Editor's Desk: OverseasJournal: While drinking A BEER at an athletic competi-   Gullixson 10, or by e- mail.
What benefits canbe15 An Introduction to Denmark
tion is generally considered low-risk and acceptable
The Managing Editor reserves3 the right to publish,  edit orgainedfront 9111?   by Brett Jorgensen Continued on page 20 disregard all submissions.
CONCORD - 2
From the Editor's Desk' yR bEdra hsmcard The Editor's Desk Continued...
Continuedfrom page 3
Except in the most palatable of politi-   eration theology, post-Holocaust Jewish
During the first half ical education— to respond to our present cal terms, our churches have been silent theology:  these are theologies of the
of this month, tetevi-   reality in a relevant manner.      in the face of this hegemony. Moreover,   disempowered, the disenfranchised, born
sion coverage was In the midst of our suffering now, one this Protestant seminary ironically seems of suffering, not power. We now have the
dominated by harrow-   year after 9/ 1 I— we are faced with a dif-       disinterested in equipping the future lead-   difficult opportunity of engaging them in
ing images of a year fieult opportunity. In this place, we must ers of those churches with the tools of their fullness.
ago. recognize that our public experiences of dissent.   But will we have the courage— the
On one of those eve-   shared public suffering challenge us to heart—to admit our vulnerability and,
nings—when nothing allow those experiences to shape our the-  However, it is dissent— the prophetic from that, develop a theology born ofper-
else was vying for our time—Carrie and ology, public and dogmatic.      voicing of God' s" No!" to the suffering of
speetive rather than hegemony?
I got the boys off to bed early and settled As all of us understood in the imme-       our present reality— that is the lifeblood The early.evidence
is that we will not.
in on our couch to watch a PBS Frontline diacy of that morning, all illusions of our of the Christian community.  Through both indifference and resistance,
presentation," Faith and Doubt at Ground safety have been shattered. Our faith has And so,  while the experience of we have refused to lead from our new-
Zero." The documentary sought to explore been tested and who among us can say wondering where God is in our time of found vulnerability.  Instead,  we have
theological issues as grey and gritty as the that theirs has not been found wanting?       suffering and want was quite foreign to insisted on reasserting
our invincibility!
smoke and dust that covered lower Man-   We are reduced to raising our fists to God,       many of us in our pre-9/ 11 worlds, it is As we are attuned to our experiences
hattan.  screaming" Why?! T'      precisely those sorts of questions that now of suffering— in this now paradigmatic
Watching PBS, I was expecting to see a matter most. It is those questions that give catastrophe and in the myriad other ways
fairly staid program recounting the variety We have been reduced in other ways as us access to the experiences that have we bear suffering in our lives—we are
of responses to the experience of 9/ 11.   well. Very soon after 9/ 11, the totalizing,       formed theologies of dissent; dissent, that
opened to the possibility ofunderstanding
That' s not what I got.  essentializing force of Islamic extrem-       is, in relation to structures
of complacent,   the suffering of others.
I wasn' t surprised that the program ism— embodied in Osama bin Laden self-interested power.    Perhaps
our shared experiences will
began by setting the scene, telling the and his bearded ilk—was echoed in the Feminist theology, Black theology, Lib-   open for us another way.
story of that bright morning still another response of our national leaders.
time. But they added one detail I hadn' t We characterized Them as' evil'— with- Seminar on Middle East Peace Announced
seen before: still photographs and video out bothering to consider the irony of News accounts from Israel and Palestine discuss Christian responses to violence
of people jumping from the upper floors them first using the term of us. ( I'm continue to disturb the Church. Violence,   that may bring peace.
of the towers.  rubber, you' re glue...)    bombings and diplomatic deadlocks raise Panelists include Frank Wright, former
As I watched those people, made face-      In that same moment came the pro-       the question, can there ever be a just peace foreign correspondent of the Star Tribune;
less by distance, falling from death to nouncement that nations and individuals in the Holy Land?     Barbara Nordstrom-Loeb,  co-chair of
death, the question came even more pow-   were either on the side of our Commander Luther Seminary will host a seminar Minnesota Jews for a Just Peace; Ziad
erfully than before:" Why?!?" in Chief or that of the terrorists. As a titled " A Just Peace in the Holy Land:   Amra, Palestinian American and attor-
nation, we were told that no dissent What Can Christians Do?"  Saturday,   ney; and Chuck Lutz, Minnesota chair of
No good answer— theological or oth-   was possible and our public debate was Sept. 21, and also Monday, Sept. 23.   Churches for a Middle East Peace.
erwise— comes to the aid of this question.   silenced.   Presenters and panelists will explore the Anyone interested in learning more
This does not mean, however, that our In this time of war, the character of history of the Middle East struggle and about.the turmoil encompassing the Holy
experiences of 9/ 11 are incapable of bear-   American foreign policy has been largely examine how the current hostilities came Land may registerfor" A Just Peace in the
ing theological fruit, bitter as it may be.   accepted by American Christians and about The event brings together several Holy Land:  What Can Christians Do?"
I say this not as a glib appeal to God' s has in many ways determined the cur-       local persons with many facets of expe-   The one- day seminar lasts from 8: 30 a.m.
power to make lemonade out of lemons rent shape of American Christian public riences in the Holy Land, and different to noon, Sept. 21 or Sept. 23. The cost
as some have cited Romans 8: 28 during theology.   approaches to the quest for peace there.   is $ 15. For complete registration infor-
the past months). Instead, I am making an Participants will hear presentations and matron, call ( 651) 641- 3416 or e- mail
appeal for our theology— candour theolob Continued on page 4 panel discussions, and have a chance to kairosOa) utheisem.edu.
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Seminary Community Mourns Death of Student Continuedfrom page 3 Community Remembers Larkins
ByTodd Hawkins International students feel her loss Closet. Their riches are not in the form
StaffWriter, The Concord Sharon Larkins was born May 27, deeply as they remember all of Sharon' s of finances or material goods, but in their
1956, in Seaside Oregon. She attended
efforts to make Luther a friendly home to faith and hope in God' s promises. They
It's never easy when a death occurs school there and was a member of them. " She was a great friend of interna-   come together to support and encourage
in the seminary community. The sense Our Saviour' s Lutheran Church in tional students, and as such a great friend each other' s God-given gifts. They come
of loss and abandonment, of lost poten-     Seaside for more than 40 years. She of mine," Luther alum Sam Harry said to be a. community of faith and family.
tial and of deep sadness, is very real.     attended East Oregon College, earn- upon hearing of Sharon' s death " In her Yes, many of these people are working
Through this shines the light ing a.bachelor of science I saw great Christian virtues—faith, love folks, but many are still homeless, due to
of the gospel, the hope and degree in ministry. Last and hope. Her faith in God and in the Lord the shortages in housing. Many of these
comfort of everlasting life. May, Sharon received her Jesus Christ was very strong. Her love for people have impressive backgrounds, but
Even through death, Jesus M.Div. from Luther.       fellow human beings was too deep. She because of misfortune or crises in their
brings peace. " Peace I leave Sharon is survived
never hesitated to go the second mile to lives they are in their current situation.
with you, my peace I give to by her father,  Roscoe help someone in need." Any of us could be in their situation at
YOU."   Rocky" Larkins, brother Sharon' s work on behalf of the gospel any time. So what does it mean to be rich?
In recent weeks, Luther Steve and his wife, Kelly, of Jesus Christ crossed cultural, economic,   What does it mean to be poor?"
Seminary has experienced and their son, Douglas. social and just about any other line one Her work at the Clothes Closet is an
both loss and peace.   All live in Seaside. 
might draw across God' s people. Sharon example of Sharon' s gifts for ministry, an
Sharon Pauline Larkins, She is also survived by served her internship at Central Lutheran example of how her ministry was a bless-
class of 2002, died suddenly aunts, uncles and a large in Minneapolis. She worked closely with ing to so many others.
Friday,  Aug.  30.  Sharon extended family.   Her Rev. Nancy Maeker, former dean of stu-      Macker encouraged others,  even in
fainted and suffered a heart attack while mother, LaRue Beatrice Larkins, died dents at Luther and now a pastor at Cen-   their grief, to carry on Sharon' s ministry.
assisting a resident of Stub Hall. Emer-     just before Sharon began her studies tral. Maeker Maeker delivered the homily   " Sharon' s gifts from ministry-especially
gency crews arrived on the scene, but at Luther. during Sharon' s memorial service held at the gifts of hospitality and caring and
there was nothing to be done to save her Luther Seminary will hold a special Central on Saturday, Sept. 7.  kindness— she now turns over to the rest
life.       memorial service for Sharon Wednes-    Sharon' s gifts for hospitality and of us," Maeker said. " The most authen-
Timing couldn' t have been worse.     day, Oct. 2, at 5 p. m. in the Chapel caring were so evident here," Maeker tic memorial for Sharon is to carry on
Sharon was about to be an ordained of the Incarnation. A reception will
said. " Central has always had an open the ministry she would have done— in
pastor. She was about to move from this follow the service in the Stub lounge.  door policy,  welcoming anyone who Nebraska or Oregon or in the heart of the
place— her home for several years— to needs a place of comfort and safety. But city or on a seminary campus."
another place to bear God to others.  onto campus, I was a little fish in a big for Sharon, that was not enough She Sharon' s ministry was appreciated by
Sharon was about to receive a call to pond amongst first year students who had initiated the practice of making water and many of her teachers as well. " She radi-
serve a two-point parish in Nebraska.   been bonded together in summer Greek
coffee available every weekday morning.   ated hospitality and grace, which is prob-
Sharon was blessed with the excitement that I hadn' t participated in. Sharon helped She often was the one to actually make the ably why it doesn' t seem possible or right
and anticipation that surrounded these me carry my heavy load ofstuffup to third coffee and handle the clean up, as well."     that her earthly pilgrimage has returned
things. She shared her excitement with floor. She cared where I was going when I Maeker recounted a sermon Sharon to dust so soon," wrote Steve Ramp, a
many.  went to Perkins to study at midnight. She preached at Central that conveyed her former professor of homiletics, soon after
Then Sharon died.  was my friend through it all."    hope and passion for ministry in the hearing of Sharon' s death." I cannot begin
Friends remember her as a minister, an Ingebretsen is just one example among name of Jesus Christ: " Every Monday to recount the literally hundreds of kind-
embodiment of God' s grace.  many lives Sharon impacted during her and Thursday you can see a group of nesses and graces she showered on me
She was my ` Stub Mom,"' Luther years at Luther.    rich people here at Central," she said.   and my family and so many others. She
alum Carla Ingebretsen, now a pastor in This is the community of the Clothes
Iowa, said of Sharon. " When I moved Continued on page 6
Continued on page 7
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Passage and Remembrance Iti.     Passage and Remembrance
History in Present Tense: The Eternal Now of 9/ 11 Salam ICC
Continuedfrom page 7 Continuedfrom page 7
Salam Arabic Lutheran The International Church
Brooklyn, New York Copenhagen, Denmark for the MDiv, so the extension isn't inor-   heard about the WTC tragedy?
By Robert O. Smith By Brett Jorgensen
dinatelv delaying her ordination timeline.      It must have been around 3: 00p.m.
J He needs the help here and there are when I first heard about it. I returned to
Managing Editor, The Concord StaffWriter, The Concord
more ways t can contribute in the com-   our flat in downtown Copenhagen from
Every person associated with Luther During the first week-and-a- half of my munity,"
she said in an interview just prior working at the church office where i saw
Seminary carries with them unique expe-   stay here in Copenhagen, I had the privi-      
to the anniversary." T have a.great opportu-   Natalie watching TV with a blank stare on
riences of 9/ 11— in both 2001 and 2002.   lege of getting to know Chad Rimmer,       nity
to study Arabic and participate in the her face.
But none of our students has experienced vicar at the International Church of worship
life of the community.' At first, I thought that something hap-
the long-teen consequences of that har-   Copenhagen( ICC) for 2001- 2002. ( Chris
Brown' s study ofArabic began with her pened with one of our family, but I quickly
rowing day more fully than MDiv Intern Baesler now serves as the vicar at ICC.)       
masters- level study of Islam at Yale and realized the source of her shock and dis-
Heather Brown. Chad is a student at Gettysburg Seminary continued
with a time of study and ser-   belief was coming from the TV.My initial
Brown serves as Intern Pastor at Salam and has now begun his senior year.      
vice in the Middle East. All of this study thoughts were confused. I felt as if i was
Arabic Lutheran in Brooklyn.  While One Fridav night when Chad, his wife
formed an important part of her service watching a strange movie.
maof us awaited her return to campus Natalie, and I went to Mama' s Pizza for
after the suicide attacks. To be living halfway around the world,
rry
so we could hear her stories first-hand,   wonderful 110 DKK three-pizza meal, the
Her internship started just like everyone yet watching images of a place that I
her internship has been extended through whole issue of 9/ 11 came up. I was cun-
else' s: on Sept. 1, 2001. Just 10 days later,   had been many times before engulfed in
December.     ous to know about all his experiences sur-       
she— along with the rest of her congrega-   flames, with people scrambling in fear
These days,   Brown' s supervising rounding 9/ 11 as the vicar of ICC as well
tion and city— would be thrust into a crisis and pain was confiising to say the least.
pastor, Rev. Khader El-Yateem, a native as to know the responses of the Danish
most of us would only view on television.   I felt a sense of numbness to what I was
of Palestine, can use the help. In the days people. I was also curious to know about
The towers of the World Trade Center watching, and yet, it only took about a half
leading up to the 9/ 11 anniversary, for his perceptions and concerns as the year
were visible from their building' s front hour or so to set in that indeed, this was
instance, El-Yateem' s time was taken up anniversary approached. Here are some of
stoop.   real— people were dying, and the world
with interview requests from the news his thoughts.  
On her third Sunday there— Sept. 16—   was watching.
media as much with pastoral care for his
Brown didn' t vest but stood up to pro-
congregation.     Where were you and what were your
claim the second reading in Arabic." After What were ICUs and the other church' s
Brown lacks just one semester of study initial reactions and thoughts when you
T got done reading, they all clapped for responses? What kinds of services fol-
me," Brown said. " I felt like I was show-   lowed?
Continued on page 8 Continued on page 8 ing solidarity for them in a critical time."      The response of the church was inspir-
Larkins
Since then, offering at least one reading in ing. I had been in Copenhagen for one
Continuedfrom page 6 Arabic every Sunday has been a goal. month, and had only begun to experience
fosterer community with so much grace let your hearts be troubled, and do not let Brown has been in a prime position to Denmark and the Danish church. On the
and love. i need and I suspect we all need them be afraid."   share in the experiences of Arab Ameri-   afternoon of the l lth, Pastor Stewart
to remember and give thanks for Sharon' s      " The gift which Jesus Christ, by his cans in the New York Metropolitan area.   called me to tell me that we received an
ministry among us."   death and resurrection, has now given One phenomenon she has observed has invitation to participate in a. service at
Sharon wrote a" Service of Transition"   to Sharon and to all of us is to live in been referred to as` sanctuary trauma.'       Christian's Kirke in the eastern part of
for aging people who are at the point of God' s future and hope," Maeker said in It can be devastating when you go to Copenhagen along with many Danish
leaving their homes and moving into an the memorial homily. " We can rest in the a place where you think you' ll be safe priests.
assisted living situation.       assurance that Sharon, the one who loved and you experience more trauma," she Pastor Stewart decided to stay at the
She selected a reading for the service to give gifts, is now receiving the great-      explained.      Church House to answer calls and be
from the gospel of John:  " Peace T leave est gift—God' s everlasting peace, God' s Many of the Christians in her com-   available for people but suggested that T
with you; my peace i give to you... do not everlasting future."     Continued on page 9 Continued on page 9
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Salam ICC Salam ICC
Continuedfrom page 8 Continuedfrom page 8 Continuedfrom page 9 Continuedfrom page 9
munity left their homelands because of take part in the service. I called the priest tion League ( ADL). This statement is support? Did anyone say, "America didn Y
the challenges they had faced. " When of the church, and within the hour, I was from Sept. 6, 2002, ADL letter to a senior deserve what happened to them but maybe
they saw what happened right in our back at the church in the company of six priests vice president of PBS: " the profile of this is a wake up callforAmerica?"
yard, a lot of trauma from the past began and the Dean of the Copenhagen Dio-       Minister Khader El-Yateem, who consid-      I did not hear many Danes applying the
to resurface," she Brown added. " When cese. We planned a service to be held in ers his homeland Palestine, was nothing phrase," wake up call" to the situation. Of
some of the Lebanese people i work with Danish and English with readings, psalms,       more than a diatribe against Israel and course, in later analysis, many reflected
who deliver vegetables all over the city prayers and songs. completely out of place in a program that the shock was not so great.
started encountering the checkpoints, they We had no idea who would attend purporting to deal with the after effects After all, this type of tragic attacking
told me that this was just like Lebanon in or how many would come. We simply of 9/ 11."       goes on all over the world everyday in the
the civil war.The president of our congre-   opened the doors and worshipped. You The fear that kept the Arabic commu-   lives of many nations, and a portion of the
gation is from Baghdad."     have to understand that Denmark is a nity indoors is fed by an awareness of the population of Copenhagen are refugees
As the anniversary of the attacks nation in which 2% of the population ignorance with which most Americans who have fled such a life.
approached, more fear could be sensed attends church, and yet within an hour,       approach persons of Middle Eastern What i experienced were Danes and
in the Arabic community of New York there was well near three hundred in the descent. According to Brown, this igno-   others who were truly sad at the tragedy
City. The initial reaction of staying hidden church rance has affected the members of her that took place on the level of our human-
indoors for fear of violent reprisals once I was the only American represented congregation in many different ways,   ity.
again seemed to be a reasonable precau-   among the clergy, and together with my mostly because this Christian community To be sure, while many Europeans
tion.    Danish brothers and sisters in Christ, we feels that most people mistake them for disagree with much of American foreign
Things have improved, but we are led this wonderful service of word, prayer Muslims.       policy, they hold the US as a beloved ally,
still dealing with the issue of not being and song. At the end of the service, we One of ouryoung adults wouldn' t read and to see such an attack on the US deeply
accepted," said Pastor El-Yateem." As the offered a place to light candles of prayer,       the Arabic newspaper on the way to work;   grieved them. I experienced a deep sadness
media bring back all the memories, the and the priests stood around the sanctuary he didn' t want to be singled out on the and solidarity with those who suffered.
Arabic community is staying indoors. to speak with people.      subway," she offers as an example.   I received many words of condolences
That is a shame. As Americans, we We had to bring in extra.sand boxes and Brown also tells of an incident when for " my people", and for" the American
should be out there expressing our emo-   candles to hold all of the prayer candles,       two of the congregation' s women speak-   people", and for those that I knew who
tions," he added." We are not being given and almost to a person, I received the con-       ing Arabic to each other were harassed might have lost family or friends.
the opportunity to mourn."    gregation as an American clergy. Danes by a white American passing by on the These wishes, however, were not linked
Along with two other Arab Americans,   are a people who value personal space and sidewalk.  " Somehow this population in any way to nationality or political pos-
Pastor El-Yateem was featured in a recent do not want to infringe on anyone else' s is linked with the attacks and that is so turing. i felt that they were simple and
PBS documentary, Caught in the ( Toss-   space, and yet, i received more hand-       wrong!" Brown exclaimed. These inci-   genuine statements of grief and support
fire: Arab Americans in Wartime. The shakes and hugs that evening than I could dents, however minor, shape the life of a on the occasion of a human tragedy.
documentary follows the lives of three count. Many a. Dane came with a. tear in community.       The US embassy was alight with
Arabic Americans and their families in their eye, wanting to share their empathy The Lutheran community within the candles and blooms, and all
over Europe,
New York in the year after 9/ 11.      and support. It did not matter if I were city—and the nation— is not immune to the image was the same. That very night,
The inclusion of El-Yateem' s story in Chad or the President of the US; it was as the prejudice and ignorance that cause a crowd gathered in front of Copenhagen
the film—recorded at the time of Israel' s if they needed to see an American to share such pain for the members of Salam town hall ( Rahudspladsen) to sing and
2002 siege of Beit Jalla and during which their thoughts and feelings....    Arabic. " I've had Lutherans here in the light candles. Danish flags flew at half
EI-Yateem describes his experiences of city say to me, ' Oh yeah, you work in that staff. One must realize that Denmark' s
torture at the hands of Israelis— has been What were some other things the Arab Lutheran Mosque. Have they brain-   flag is one that is revered. Supposedly,
criticized by the ( Jewish) Anti-Defama-   Danish people did to show sympathy and washed you?"' Brown said. She added their national flag descended from heaven
Continued on page 10 Continued on page 10
Continued on page 11 Continued on page 11
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Salam determining how to memorialize one year Luther Seminary Speaks Out on 9/ 11
Continuedfrom page 10 later.  What are some of your thoughts By Daniel Ruen year ago, to me, was madness. Total mad-
regarding this memorializing?    StaffWriter, The Concord nets. Madness against all humanity. Andthat, more than once, she has heard people As September l lth, 2002 approaches,
to think
n
the number
he
people who died
to refer to Salam as an" Islamic Lutheran I have feelings that are somewhat appre- On Wednesday, Sept.  11, The Con-   for nothing.... I think t whole thing wasChurch." hensive. Being back in America, I sense cord found some Luther folk to reflect a big mistake ... something human beingsWhile the members of Salam are used a certain perspective on the tragedy that I on the anniversary of September 11th.   must learn a lot of lessons from."to being mistaken for Muslims, it can be did not experience in Europe.     The responses were varied and heartfelt,      A PHD student from Ghana, Thomas
a shock to confront this ignorance within It seems that many Americans see this
one' s own nodical or church-wide con- expressing everything
from renewed believes we have already learned somesy
as a singly American experience, and that Patriotism to profound skepticism. As you powerful lessons as a country since the
munity. reaction has created a certain nationality
Aside from that,  however,  Brown that threatens to step beyond the bound-       
read the fallowing quotes, consider your event." Americans have learned that when
recognizes that the hardness with which
own reaction, and remember — we are it comes to death there is no difference
g aries of national identity into that grey called to discern the spirit in ourselves,   whether you are black or white. I am
some act toward the Arabic community is and dangerous arenaa of nationalism that
one another and' the world. Where, if alsoglad at the way Americans are nowbased in profound loss." One of the people isolates a people.
who I talked lost five friends in the World
anywhere, do you hear yourself in this security conscious. That, to me, is very
My experience in Denmark placed of your brothers and sisters in
Trade Center disaster! He' s speaking from September 11th in the category of human
Chrissampling
importa
is
And marry have realized that
his extreme grief and unimaginable pain,"   tragedy that was shared by all human
Christ? material m means nothing—having a
she shared.     
Sue Hagen, apart-time MDIV student,   closer relationship to God is what matters.beings. It created a certain awareness of had just finished reading the book of Lam-   This is a real lesson for those bent on reli-intern Pastor Brown is in a position she the world, and how we can all share in the
couldn' t have imagined just over one year pain of another people. It is my hope that
entations aloud in her Prophets course,   gious fundamentalism. You cannot force
ago. " My call as a Lutheran pastor is to memorial services focus on the process
taught by Professor Fred Gaiter.  She people to believe what you believe. If
the Arab community," she says of grieving and how far we have come
and the others were briefly interrupted you do, it has to be a matter of discussion
with confidence. " I wanted to knowth in s two sirens, 
one for each of the planes instead of forcing your will on somebody.
the past year.It is my fear that memo-       that crashed into the World Trade Center,   I think that 9/ 11 has done more harm than
pastoral needs of Arab immigrants and rial services could turn into a renewal of
experience and internship in and Arab our national posturing ( i.e. remembering
wailed during the reading. " I was going good to Islam. Even though people have
tothtell the instructor at it was the most become more aware of the religion I think
congregation.  the Alamo) augmenting a focus on our
I never fathomed it would be like this,   national solidarity against" our enemies".       
incredible thing
a
read
yLamentationsterway
to
the awareness is more negative than posi-
but I feel that God put me in a place where This kind of memorial is not one that
don' t know if there' s an better way to tive.'
I needed to be." heals
about today. Perhaps more than anyone on campus
heals and constructively progresses a situ- I couldn' t help but reflect on so marry Professor Mark Swanson has worked
ICC
ation, but reignites the fire of an us/them
of the things in there that spoke to what to address precisely that sensitive issue
mentality. It is my hope that our memorial ago. I have a daughterContinuedfrom page 10 happened a year g g during the past year. Holding fonuns and
services continue to be outward looking,       who lives in New York City so I spent a providing avenues for dialogue to furtherduring the middle ages, in the midst of acknowledging our pain, celebrating our lot of time trying to call her last year. I the cause of reconciliation and under-
battle. This flag is honored in every way,   healing, and looking to the future, consid-       reached her, finally, at about three. But standing, the Head of the Islamic Studies
and yet, they all flew at half staff for the ering how we may be a people that seeks I figured she' d be fine because she lives department at Luther continues to monitor
tragedy of another nation.     to live in justice and peace even in the 110 blocks north and wouldn' t have any the deeply felt reverberations since thatThe whole of Europe paused for three midst of a broken world while realizing reason to be down there. But, still, it was terrible Tuesday morning.
minutes of silence, and there, in the center the support of those nations who seek the
good to hear her voice." Like everybody else it' s a day of
of town, at Copenhagen' s town hall, we same. In this way, I feel we can celebrate Thomas Oduro was in a serious mood as renewed mourning... of remembering.
stood with thousands. the Christian Gospel, which speaks the he worked in the LILAP office in the base-   I've been moved this morning hear-
good news of God' s kingdom, not our
ment of Gullixson Hall." I am feeling sad.
You mentioned your struggles with own.
Very, very sad... because what happened a Continued on rage 13
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m b ra n ce Seminary
to Celebrate Culture of Asian Christians
Passage and Re m e
The Global Mission Institute is continu-   Uemura, seminary student, and Eastern
Luther Sem 9111 + 365 ously seeking ways to incorporate global meditation practices summarized by LydiaConunuedfrom page 12
awareness and international perspective Volz, Parish Nurse_
ing the list of names being read in New country."   
into students' theological study. Tuesday, Sept. 24, 10: 00am— Chapel
Here at Luther Seminary, we have a will feature Asian music, led by seminary
York— struck by the diversity of people In terms of his hopes, Jay Grave, an MA
wealth of resources at our disposal to cantor Paul Westermeyer.
who were there, names from all over the Senior stated, " I' m pessimistic overall." learn more about the world around us.      -  Wednesday,  Sept.  25,  3: 00- 3: 30,
world," Swanson said. " There are Arab He felt it was a terrible thing that hap-       Often international students and those Meditation Chapel— Experience Asian
names, Muslim names, included among petted," but it's become kind ofa` rallying
who have traveled significantly in other worship styles as Neeraj Ekka and other
the names of people who died. I think I cry' and bigger than the event itself. I was parts of the world lend insight and ideas Asian Christians lead us in this unique
heard the Gettysburg address this morn-   in the gym this morning working out and to those who have not had the opportunity service.
ing in a way that T haven' t before... so I' m there was an announcement. Everyone to experience the global church outside of     - Thursday, Sept. 26 12:30, Cafeteria—
very, very moved.     stopped for a moment of silence— which the U.S. For those who already have con-   The Mission and Ministry forum this day
There' s lots to reflect on over this past was a really cool thing—but when you
nections to other cultures, it is a comfort-   will explore challenges in Asia and what
year. In many ways it's been a good year.   look at the bigger picture,  a lot more ing reminder to sec, touch, taste, or hear the theological responses arc/should be.
People thronged to the churches ready to people have died elsewhere. There' s many familiar aspects of the experiences they Professor Charles AYnjad-Ali will lead the
reflect on the meaning of this country, the more issues that America isn't taking have had in another place.     discussion. Pull up a chair for either part
effect on Christian witness and what the into account. We need to take a look at In an attempt to highlight the gifts and or all of this forum.
nature of it in this violent world ought to the larger peace and justice issues that
perspectives of our diverse community,      - Friday, Sept. 27, 1: 30- 2:30, Campus
be— and people were certainly willing to are behind this, not just `this terrible day the Global Mission Institute will be coor-   Center Board Room— Toshif nni Uemura
reflect on faith relations... so there' s much when Americans died.' How many Mus-       dinating four different continent emphasis will offer a Global Church Presentation
that I look back on with gratitude."   lims around the world have died because
Corinne Johnson, an 1 IDiv Senior, was of American oppression or America' s
weeks throughout the 2002- 2003 school about his home country of Japan. Come
year.    and hear about what the
traveling in her car last year when she enabling of other countries to dominate?   find out
Church
fi
heard the news of the attack." I was on my I think there' s more to it than just flying
The first of these celebrations, with a looks like in Japan and nd some of
internship driving to work when T heard it the flag.    
focus on Asia, will take place September the unique aspects of the church and cul-
on the radio. When the second plane hit      " Today in the gym it really hit me
22- 27• Asian students and friends have ture there.  
the tower I was still in my car." Decisive that our patriotism is becoming a state
gathered to brainstorm ideas about how
in her answers, Corinne also expressed religion—it's becoming the thing that' s
to flood the campus with information and On Thursday, Sept. 26, we will have
her hopes for the future. " I think today driving us, what we focus on, what binds learning
opportunities about the culture the opportunity to enjoy the highlight of
and Lutheran/Christian activities in vari-   the week: Asian Festival. Free and open
is a solemn day for us to remember the us together. America's a great place, but
ous countries of Asia. to the public, the program will begin at
tragedy that happened to our country maybe our government is not so great, I
aLook
for cultural displays, try an Asian 7: OOpm in the Chapel of the Incarnation-
and to renew our patriotism. T hope that think that God is a God that created the
prayer before meals, learn a greeting in an Come early for some Asian snacks and
our country and our friends and allies are world and Christ died for all people, not
more secure in our world and T hope that just Americans, so when we fly flags in the
Asian language, and enjoy some of the fellowship!
justice is served."      sanctuary and sing ` God Bless America' I
Planned activities during the week:     The Asian Festival will feature several
presentations.
Corinne believes we bear a special get a little skeptical and concerned." Sunday, Sept. 22, 10:30 am— Visit In November, the campus will focus
responsibility as Christians now and in Jay appreciates that people have gone
a Hindu worship service in northeast on the European continent and Austra-
the years to come. " I think it' s really to the church, however, looking for God Minneapolis.  If you are interested in lia. February will bring an emphasis on
important that as Christians we' re at our in situations and for meaning since the
attending, call Sara Trumm at x340 for Africa, and April will focus on South
best, because people are turning to us for attack. " But it's a disservice to say that arrangements.  America.  We pray that these focused
prayer and the message of grace and hope.   God only blesses America.—that we as Monday,  Sept.  23,  5: 30- 6:30pm,   weeks will spur much more discussion
We need to be at our best for the sake of Americans have been granted special gifts Campus Center— Brief( 15 min) presen-   and learning about the Global Church to
our Gospel message and the sake of our by the Lord. It' s all people."      rations of Japanese fencing by Toshifumi which we all belong.
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The Political Beat
Cori Johnson During my time on Student Govern-
Contributing
verseas  .?'ourr a Contributing Writer, The Concord ment,  I served on the ConstitutionalReform Task Force. There are several
An Introduction to Denmark—by Brett Jorgensen I did not vote in the last Student Gov-   reforms that need to happen to the Studer#
ernment election. Was I feeling discour-   Government constitution. One of the most
Denmark is a country of S million people, 1. 5 million of which live in Copenhagen aged by the lack of power and influence pressing is a change in the electoral pro-
and its surrounding suburbs. Danish is the main language but most of the Danish people of Student Government? Da I simply not cess. Since more students are not taking
speak English. The country is comprised of a large peninsula and three main islands care about campus politics? Was i just a traditional path through seminary, the
Jutland, Fyn, Sja( land, and Bornholm. Jutland is the main peninsula that borders Ger-      plain lazy? No. Actually, I actively served distribution of the positions on Student
many. Fyn is the little island to the east ofJutland and to the west of Sjwlland. Its main on Student Government for my first two Government based on class no longer
city is Odense, which is the home of Hans Christian Andersen. SjEelland( pronounced years here. T am intensely interested in makes sense. It. is responsible for disen-
Shell- land' but most will say` Sealand' or` Zealand') is the island to the east ofFyn and goverument. I would have liked to have franchising students and causing students
is the home of Copenhagen and the Royal Family ( they are highly revered and aren' t voted in the election. But I was disenfran-,  to have to vote in elections in which thev
scandalous like the British Royal Family). Bornholm is a small island in the Baltic Sea chised.  may not know any of the candidates.
east of Sjwlland and south of Sweden. It is closer to Sweden than it is to Denmark.     My path through seminary became Currently, there are fifteen representa-
Denmark is a very small country. One can leave Copenhagen which is on the east irregular last vein when my internship tives elected to Student Government.
coast of Sjw1land and arrive on the west coast of Jutland 3 to 3 V. hours later.( A rough
ended early and T returned to campus Three representatives are elected from
approximation of equal distance in US terms would be a trip from Minneapolis to Des to take spring semester senior classes.  , each MDiv academic class.( Junior, Mid-
Moines.} When I tell the Danish people that it takes me almost 6 hours to travel from Because of this, I did not receive the dler, and Senior). Two representatives
Blair to St. Paul going between 110 and 120 km/hr and that it would take 55 or more mailed ballot that the interns receive. I are elected. from each MA class ( Junior
hours to travel from Florida to Washington ( state), they have shocked looks on their was classified as a middler plus. Muddlers,   and Senior). One representative is elected
faces. They just didn' t realize the enormous size of the US. Also, Denmark is a very do not have an election, because they will from among the post-graduate students.
flat country. The highest point of the country is the highest point on the bridge between be interns in the following year. A local One representative from among the MDiv
Denmark and Sweden.( Sweden is so close to Denmark that you can see the coastline of intern is appointed by the Student Gov-   Intern class is appointed by the Student
Sweden from Copenhagen.)       
ernment to serve as a representative of Government.
Denmark' s latitude would be similar to that of Northern Canada, but its climate is their class. I slipped through the cracks,      Because of credits and various other
similar to Washington and Oregon.  It generally has a rainy climate throughout the and my guess is that many other students reasons, many students remain in a par-
whole year, but it rains a lot during the fall and winter months and snows on occasion,       slip through the cracks and are disenfian-   ticular class for more than one academic
usually from late January to early March.  Since I' ve been here, though, the weather chised eachear.
has been very atypical. The temperatures have been in the 70s or low 80s( warmer than
y Continnedan page Y7
usual for this time ofyear) with little humidity, the sun has shined during all of them, it Continuedfrom page 15 Overseas Journal
has rained during only three days, and a nice gentle breeze has accompanied each day.       probably seen trains come through your towns with cargo containers that say MAERSK
This weather is a wonderful contrast to the 90s and humidity of the Midwest. 
with SEALAND printed below it.) The Lego Corporation originates from the town of
Denmark is a constitutional monarchy( established in 1849) which is very similar to Billund on the Jutland peninsula.
Great Britain. Although the government is a parliamentary democracy, Denmark is a Some of the famous Danes to have lived are Soren Kierkegaard ( famous for his
welfare state. The government takes care of its people fiom" the cradle to the grave."      
philosophy—Kierkegaard literally means ` church yard'), N.F.S. Grundtvig ( founder
This means that the taxes are extremely high. For instance, the taxes on buying a car are
of the folk high school and major influence on theology), Hans Christian Andersen
180%.( Basically, you are buying three cars— one for you and two for the government).       ( fairy tales), Bertel Thorvaldsen( world-renowned sculptor), Tycho Brahe( 161 century
Consequently, bikes are legion in Denmark, and bike lanes are found on over 98% of the founder of modern astronomy), Neils Bohr ( one of the foremost pioneers of atomic
streets in Copenhagen. Also, the Evangelical Lutheran Church is the constitutionally
physics), and Nicholas Steno( founder of the science of geology). Also, the setting of
established church. Its affairs are regulated by law and is supported by a special tax( 1/ o William Shakespeare' s play` Hamlet' was Kronberg Castle( Elsinore Castle in the play)
of Danes' income) levied by the stale.     in Helsingor which is in northern SjxIland.
Two of Denmark' s famous businesses are Maersk and the Lego Corporation. Maersk Well, this is a brief introduction into Denmark. In my next journal I will describe the
is the world' s largest shipping company of large cargo containers. ( Many of you have program in which l am participating, the people I' ve met, the people ofDenmark, and
Continued an page 16 the places I' ve seen. Until then...
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continuedfrom page 16 Student Voting CH-CH-CH-CH-CH-CHANGES
year. Not taking the Bible Proficiency to vote for the candidates whom they
Trur v K. CrQetsinger my name as well. Last August, a judge
Exam on time can even result in delaying prefer despite their own class status or
Contributing Writer, The Concord signed my petition to return to my maiden
name. Now my old name is my new name
a change in a student' s class status. Once the class status of the candidates. It would I love changes. The first burst of autumn and I've been explaining things and cleaning
a student completes an MDiv internship also still allow ample representation for color in the leaves is as welcome to me as up the details ever since.
he or she is considered a senior no matter the incoming students.    the first green buds of spring— or even the While I was waiting for my court date
how many classes he or she has taken. He It would be a good idea for the Student first snowflakes of winter. This endless for the name change, I happened across a
or she wii I remain a senior for the dura-   Government to hold a candidates' forum parade of changing seasons delights me.   novel I' d read while I was an undergraduate
tion of his or her seminary career. There before the incoming classes' elections.       In fact, the changing of seasons is one of student— back before I had even met David.
are many students who no longer fit the This would minimize the natural advan-       the many things 1 missed during the years 1 1 was struck by my old signature inside
traditional model for tage that the summer spent in Florida and Arizona.   that book, My handwriting has definitely
seminary education. For Greek students have When it comes to changes in my personal changed a bit over the years. But the old
example, a quick search over their classmates.       life, I don' t play around with minor details.   signature was also a pointed remainder of
on the intranet student It would also require a I' ve rarely changed my hairstyle( and never something I was discovering as I practiced
directory reveals that bit of campaigning and my hair color). I have never considered the old name about to become mine once
there are, at the time discussion of issues,       tinted contacts to- change my eye
color. I more: I could not go back to signing my
prefer major changes— like where I live or name the way I had before. I had to find aof writing this article, which would be a breath7 even my name. I have lived in six states now new way to write my old name.106 students classified of fresh air to a process
as junior plusses ( M.4, that is mostly apopular-       
and changed my name twice.     All of this set me to thinking about how
MSM, and MDiv),  15 ity contest.
The first name change was fairly simple,   many times in the` course of life we find
students classified as Currently, only full-       
expected, and even predictable. Like most ourselves back at " square ono or " Point
middler plusses,   and time students can serve
brides, I took my husband' s last name when A" or whatever we call the place where we
we were married, It was simple, conve-   started before. Such cycles are a part of lite.
35 students classified as class representatives.       
nientand much easier than the alternative Anew school year is beginning, as it has for
as senior plusses ( MA, However, any students he proposed: that he take my name.( My dad,   many of us many times before. Some are
MSM,    and MDiv).  can vote ( in theory) in his own father' s only son, has no sons of his just starting another degree; some are back
This makes a total: of the election. This rule own; thus David, who has two brothers,   from internships wondering why they had
at least 156 students VOTEI-- Winning the vote seems unnecessary.       was concerned about preserving my family to come back; some may feel caught in the
that are currently out of opened the way for women to There is no reason only name.) While I appreciated David' s con-   grind, wondering if all of this will ever end.
sync with the class with run for political office at all levels.   full-time students should cerns, I chose the traditional path because School isn' t the only cycle; there are others.
which they started their Shown here, Minnie Fisher be able to serve as class it was easier.    Advent will soon be upon us, inaugurating
time at seminary.   Cunningham,
from Texas, ran for
representatives when It was a choice I came to regret over tone.   another cycle in the liturgical year. In a few
Student Government the U.S. Senate in 1928 and the part-time students still By now most of us have probably played months, we' ll be breaking out new calendars
should not bear the governorship in 1944.       have a vote in the elec-      the game" If you could do one thing in your and adjusting to writing a new year. Another
responsibility of having to discern with tion. The student body should be allowed past differently, what would it be?" There cycle begins again. It seems like the same
which class . a student should really be to elect the persons of their choosing to are plenty
of things I' d consider doing dif-   thing over and over again...
voting. The electoral system based on class serve as their representatives, whether ferently, but
those changes would radically Except, it isn' t. In the time between my
status is simply too complex. Because they are full- or part-time students.       
alter my present situation– and quite pos-   name changes, more than just my name had
many students are being disenfranchised The path through seminary for many sibly
leave me far less happy than i am now.   changed. Just as I couldn' t go back to my
under the current system, a better system students is no longer a straight line. Unfor-       
All, that is, except one. I found myselfwish-   old signature, I could never go back to the
for Student Government elections would tunately, the" Constitution of the Student
ing I' d taken David up on his offer when we   ` bid me." Too much has changed. Likewise,
were married, or at least just kept my own I suspect that, no matter how we define our
be campus-wide all-class elections for Body ofLuther Seminary," which governs name. And when our son was born, I had cycles, we never come back to a starting
ten seats with the five remaining seats Student Government, has not caught up several" if only" moments as I reconsidered point as the same people we were when last
reserved for the incoming students for an with our times. It is time for constitutional my earlier decision.    we left it. We have been changed by our pas-
election to be held at the beginning of the reform. It is time all students are fully After much deliberation, I decided I really sage around the circle. Undoubtedly, we will
school year. This would allow all students enfranchised.      had changed my mind—and so I changed be changed this time around as well.
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Letters,  continued Letters,  continued
Continuedfrom page 2 Iraq Attack Continued from page 19 Iraq Attack
failed to do so. invade them.       evening that the person who has done the and try to wage peace where I can. It would
In justifying the move toward war,      President Bush argues that Iraq' s most in society throughout history to wage be troublesome to continue on a path where
President Bush indicates Iraq' s pursuit support for terrorism is reason to support peace is the merchant. They have pruducts to love of money
rather than love of God is
of nuclear weapons ( or weapons of mass military intervention.  In the wake of
sell and sales tend to go smoother when the responsible for peace in our day.
destruction as he often refers to them)   9/ 11 Americans arguably are in as good
transaction is not interrupted by a bomb.  In response then to President Bush'
threatens global security.   Certainly,   a position as anyone to understand the On the other hand, the
person in society remarks before the UN Assembly, I stand
development of a nuclear armament is tremendous human cost of terrorism.       
who has done the most to, wage war is for peace. Before we send any more of this
reason to give pause. However, ifthat were However, Iraq is really no different from
the cleric. I often have criticism for the nation' s daughters and sons to be sacrificed,
the only prerequisite for war, why have many countries in the Middle East in this
shortcomings of capitalism however,  I let us exhaust every other option.  .
we not pounced on Israel, Pakistan, India,   regard. Libya, Syria, Iran, and Pakistan
believe Walter Sundberg is correct. Asa Robert Waterman, Attorney at Law
seminary student myself then, I must stand MA Senior
France, Great Britain, China, Iran, Russia all come to mind as others who might
or North Korea? Even one as simple be accused of the same type of activity. fir.
minded as me can spot the inconsistency Further, countries we count among our Continnedfrom page2 -     Seniors' Last BEERstandl
in this argument. Each of these nations allies and friends like Egypt and Saudi behavior if done legally, research indicates the top 5 vocations in which a high percent-
are actively developing weapons of mass Arabia produced some of the men who led that not only commercial advertising, but age of people in a particular profession are
destruction and yet the United States the attack of 9/ 11, also our disproportionate emphasis on chemically dependent, next to police offi-
offers only mild resistance to the ongoing Now I am not one of those avoid-war-       drinking alcoholic' beverages, as compared cers and physicians, for example( dependent
development of these programs.      at-any-cost liberals. I supported Operation to all other activities, responsibilities and upon the survey), I question whether our
President Bush offers that Iraq Desert Storm, for example.  It was a behaviors tends to enhance the general community benefits from this sort of com-
persistently persecutes its civilian clear property dispute with the added population' s acceptability of alcohol misuse munication.
population and thus supports his argument dimension of oil. Many of us believe and abuse as normative behavior. Generally,      Once again, my words are of care and
for military intervention. I don' t deny that our own policy should be examining role modeling as adults, parents, and profes-   concern for our community, and for indi-
that the government of Iraq is guilty of ways to become less dependent upon sional people contributes more to higher vidual persons and families as we embark
a number of human rights violations.   oil. Absent that, oil becomes one of the rates of alcohol use and abuse among youth on several forms of ministry, now and in
Certainly there must be more to it than world' s most precious commodities and than commercial advertising.( The Marin the future (" Called and Sent"). I included
this however. Did Bush not stand by while I would agree that it was in our national Institute,  Minnesota Institute
of Public various members of our community, not to
the Taliban filled Afghanistan with human interest to intervene with military action.       
Health, Dr. Wes Perkins, sociologist @   " snitch" but to call our collective attention
rights violations? Nobody believes Bush The proposed military action before
Hobart& Wm.& Smith Colleges, Dr.Alan the subject(s) at hand. Although, in order
went to Afghanistan to free the women us lacks the same clear goals. And the
Berkowitz— same institution, Dr. Michael to protect anonymity, I chose to not include
from their slave Certainly, there area
Haines, University of Northern Illinois et.   students whom I know would be quite con-
number ofus who upon seeing the women hollow. Before we send any more of this While an 8, 10,  12, or 16 year old gling with their recovery, would benefit from
of Afghanistan' s veils pulled back and nation' s sons and daughters into harms probably does not have access to Inside recovery, or are family members of those
faces revealed, celebrated it as a collateral way, I would hope that we would at the Luther,our own " inside"  communication chemically addicted. Statistics are numbers,
result of pursuing Osama Bin Laden.   very least be able to articulate why Iraq perpetuates confusion regarding healthy,   we are real people of this Christian seminary
However, nobody was foolish enough is to be treated so differently from its normative chemical use behaviors,  that community. And, there are lots of us!
to argue Bush would have sent troops to neighbors in the middle east,     further enables alcohol and other drug abuse In Christ' s healing grace,  love,  and
Afghanistan to free women from slavery.      There is a well-regarded conservative and chemical. dependency. In lay-person' s peace,
We look to other areas of the world to thinker teaching history at Luther terms, these photos and the attempt to attach Caryn Stone, M. Ed.; LADC; BCCR
places like China and realize that some Seminary in St. Paul, Minnesota. Walter humor to them, minimizes the harm of the Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor,
or our frequent trade partners are guilty Sundberg remarked during class one most widely misused and abused drug in the Board Certified Counselor Reciprocal( inter-
of human rights abuses. Yet the Bush United States, alcohol! nationally certified)
administration is not arguing that we Continued on page 20 And, when "
pastors" are often among MA/MSW candidate
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